This year the JCR has;

- Passed a motion which amended its constitution to mandate the Vice President for Welfare, Women’s officer, Men’s officer, BME officer and LGBTQ+ officer to receive peer support training in order to ensure that they are better able to support students with issue relevant to their respective roles.
- The Vice-President Welfare, Women’s Officer, Men’s Officer and Disabilities and Mental Health Officer continued to publicise events taking place around Oxford in relation to their respective roles.
- The Women’s Officer organised and ran an “Oxford Women Speak Out” event in the JCR, inviting all members of the JCR to participate.
- The Disabilities and Mental Health Officer organised and ensured the purchase of an ergonomic chair for the JCR.
- The JCR continues to ensure that all of its events are accessible.
- Workshops during Freshers’ Week included a Consent Workshop, Race 101 Workshop and LGBTQ+ awareness workshop.
- The LGBTQ+ officer organised a screening of “Love, Simon” in collaboration with Mansfield Film Society.
- The JCR President took part in writing the President’s Committee 2017-18 Statement on the First Annual Admissions Statistics Report which urged the University to devote a greater focus to improving access to Oxford and expressed a willingness to collaborate in an effort to improve diversity at Oxford. The JCR President was also one of the original signatories of the letter.
- The Access Officer created the “Humans of Mansfield” online campaign which showcases the diversity of students at Mansfield.
- The Internations Officer has started to showcase international diversity at Mansfield by introducing international snacks to Welfare Tea.
- The Internations Officer and the VSP Officer have organised joint social events throughout the year.
- The Internations Officer and the JCR President have collaborated on a motion which would allow students liable to pay a police registration fee on arrival to the UK as part of their Tier 4 Visa obligations to claim compensation from the JCR.
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